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ABSTRACT

Event detection in crowded surveillance videos is a challeng-
ing yet important problem. This paper focuses on pair-wise
events that involve the interaction of two persons (e.g., peo-
ple embrace, meet or split) in crowded videos. To detect such
an event accurately, we should build an effective represen-
tation model that can characterize the sequential properties
of two persons’ interaction. Towards this end, we propose a
novel pair-wise event detection approach using cubic features
and sequence discriminant learning. A video sequence is first
partitioned into several spatio-temporal cubes, and multiple
features (e.g., statistics of trajectories, bag of spatio-temporal
interest points) are extracted on these cubes and then fused to
form a cubic feature descriptor under multiple kernel learning
(MKL) framework. After that, the SVM with dynamic time
alignment kernel is used to infer the existence of an even-
t in the video sequence. Experimental results show that the
proposed approach achieves the encouraging performance on
TRECVid SED dataset.

Index Terms— Cubic feature, event detection, surveil-
lance

1. INTRODUCTION

With the exponentially increasing deployments of surveil-
lance cameras, one major challenge is how to automatically
detect events of interest in surveillance videos. Unlike the lab-
oratory environments, no assumptions have been made about
the event instances occur in real-world surveillance scenarios,
such as what kind of persons act the events, how the events are
performed, and where the events happen. Various aspects of
information about the observed persons should be utilized to
discover special sequences of movements or interactions that
indicate the happening of interest events.

This paper focuses on pair-wise event detection in a real
surveillance dataset (i.e. TRECVid SED data corpus), which
is collected from Gatwick Airport and provided by NIST [1].
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Pair-wise events involve the interaction of at least two person-
s. Some samples of pair-wise events are shown in Fig.1. The
detailed descriptions of these events given by NIST [1] are
listed in Table 1. While analyzing pair-wise events, the per-
sons’ trajectories, motion and appearance are all elementary
aspects. Meanwhile, sequential properties (e.g., the temporal
order of motions in a period) are crucial to detect pair-wise
events accurately. For example, two persons walk towards
each other, and have a talk, that is PeopleMeet; two persons
have a talk, and walk away from each other, that is People-
SplitUp. BoW approaches form a histogram of features to
represent events and discard the temporal order among these
features. So the motion sequences “walking-and-talking” and
“talking-and-walking” could not be distinguished using orig-
inal BoW methods. To overcome the difficulties of the pair-
wise event detection task, we propose a novel approach based
on cubic feature and sequence discriminant learning method.
First, each candidate video sequence is partitioned into a few
spatio-temporal cubes. Then statistical trajectory descriptor
and BoW interest point descriptor are extracted within each
cube. And then these descriptors are linked across cubes and
fused into one sequential cubic feature using MKL method.
Moreover, a sequence discriminant learning method is em-
ployed to detect pair-wise events with sequential cubic fea-
tures. The novelty and contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows.

1. We design a novel cubic feature by partitioning a video
sequence into several spatio-temporal cubes and ex-
ploiting multiple kernel learning (MKL) to fuse mul-
tiple features (i.e., statistical trajectory descriptors and
BoW spatio-temporal interest points). The cubic fea-
tures describe the sequential properties (e.g., temporal
order of motions or interaction) of video events, and
capture trajectory, motion and appearance characteris-
tics of the objects performing the events.

2. We employ a sequence discriminant learning algorithm,
namely SVM with dynamic time alignment kernel[2]
(SVMdtak), to detect pair-wise events with sequential
cubic features. The SVMdtak algorithm uses dynamic
time alignment kernel to estimate the similarity of two
sequences and takes temporal order of descriptors into



(a) PeopleMeet (b) Embrace (c) PeopleSplitUp

Fig. 1. Samples of Pair-wise events.

Table 1. Description of three kinds of events: PeopleMeet,
Embrace, PeopleSplitUp

Event Description
PeopleMeet One or more people walk up to one

or more other people, stop, and some
communication occurs.

Embrace Someone puts one or both arms at least
part way around another person.

PeopleSplitUp From two or more people, standing, sit-
ting, or moving together, communicat-
ing, one or more people separate them-
selves and leave the frame.

consideration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work of video event detection and human
action recognition. In Section 3, the proposed pair-wise even-
t detection approach is presented. Experimental results are
reported and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in
Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Analyzing the relationships between the target object pairs is
crucial while detecting pair-wise events. Zhou et al. [3] has
confirmed that the trajectories give a global view of what is
happening. A set of features based on the Granger Causality
Test (GCT) is designed in [3] for describing the pair-activities.
Hervieu et al. [4] proposes differential features combined
with curvature and motion magnitude. Moreover, local ap-
pearance and movements indicate the interactions between
persons. Spatio-temporal interest points [5, 6, 7] and local
descriptors (i.e. HOG, HOF) have proved to be effective in
describing local appearance and movements. Laptev in [5]
extends the notion of spatial interest points into the spatio-
temporal domain. They build on the idea of the Harris and
Förstner interest point operators and detect local structures in
space-time where the image values have significant local vari-
ations in both space and time. Dollar et al. [6] introduces a
multidimensional linear filter detector, which detects denser
interest points compared to Harris detector.
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Fig. 2. Pair-wise video event detection using cubic feature
and sequence discriminant learning.

Combining multiple features together [8, 9, 10] is regard-
ed as an effective method to give more informative descrip-
tions for videos. Sun et al. [8] extracts local descriptors and
holistic features, and concatenates them together to represen-
t actions. Bregonzio et al. [9] proposes a Clouds of Points
(COP) feature, and combines it with BoW interest point fea-
ture using MKL to capture both distribution and appearance
characteristics of the actions. Moreover, video events are con-
sidered as sequences of movements [11, 12] (e.g. walking and
talking). The temporal order of these movements is discrimi-
native in event detection. In [2], the dynamic time alignmen-
t kernel based support vector machine is proposed and has
shown effectiveness in sequential-pattern recognition.

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Our approach strives to capture the sequential properties of
video events, and combines trajectory descriptors with BoW
interest point descriptors. The input video sequence is pre-
processed first using object detection and tracking algorithm-
s. Therefore, candidate regions and trajectories are obtained.
For a video subsequence in which an object pair coexists, we
first partition it into k (variable) cubes, L (constant) frames
as one cube. Then statistical trajectory descriptor is extract-
ed and spatio-temporal interest points in candidate object’s
regions are detected within each cube. After that we cluster
these interest points and generate a histogram descriptor for
each cube according to a visual vocabulary built off-line with
training points. So, the object pair is represented with a se-
quence of k trajectory descriptors and a sequence of k BoW.
Then trajectory descriptor sequence and BoW descriptor se-
quence are fused into a cubic feature using MKL method. To
classify pair-wise events with cubic features, the SVM with
dynamic time alignment kernel (DTAK) is employed to han-
dle sequential properties of features. Fig. 2 illustrates the
flowchart of the proposed approach.



3.1. Cubic Feature

Let V S = [I1, ..., Ii, ..., IT ] be a candidate video sequence
in which an object pair coexists. The regions of this objec-
t pair have been located and tracked using human detection
and tracking algorithms. Here, we limit the max value of T to
H frames (e.g., 1000). If a candidate video sequence exceeds
H frames, the slide window of H frames is used to cut it into
several shorter sequences. Then the candidate video sequence
V S is partitioned into several spatio-temporal cubes. Each
cube has fixed length of L frames (e.g., 10). Therefore, the
ith frame belongs to the di/Leth cube, so the sequence could
be represented as V S = [I11 , ..., I

di/Le
i , ..., I

dT/Le
T ]. Cubic

feature is a sequence of spatio-temporal descriptors of these
cubes. Descriptors of each cube include two sections: statis-
tical trajectory descriptor and BoW interest point descriptor.
The former describes statistic state of trajectories in current
cube; The latter describes appearance and motion character-
istics.

3.1.1. Statistical Trajectory Descriptor

Statistical trajectory descriptor describes relationships of the
trajectory pair. Let Am = [a11, ..., a

di/Le
i , ..., a

dT/Le
T ] and

Bn = [b11, ..., b
di/Le
i , ..., b

dT/Le
T ] be motion trajectories of ob-

jects m and n, where ai and bi are tuples (x,y) of the object
coordinates in 2D image plane at time i, and m, n are ob-
jects’ identifiers. To represent the relationships of the objects
in each cube, and remove the influences of occasional error
caused by detection and tracking, statistical data is employed,
such as mean distance one from another, mean relative speed
magnitude, mean overlapped area of objects’ regions. Mean-
while, the difference of these statistical data between current
and next cubes is important as well. Therefore, trajectory de-
scriptor of kth cube is extracted as follows:

TDk = {ckdis, cksp, ckov, dckdis, dcksp, dckov} (1)

where ckdis, c
k
sp and ckov are mean distance, mean relative

speed magnitude and mean overlapped area within kth cube
respectively, and 

dckdis = ck+1
dis − c

k
dis

dcksp = ck+1
sp − cksp

dckov = ck+1
ov − ckov

(2)

3.1.2. BoW Interest Point Descriptor

Ivan Laptev in [5] proposes a spatio-temporal interest point
method which has proven to be effective for interpretation
of visual events. A spatio-temporal image sequence can be
modeled as a function f : R2 × R → R. The idea of spatio-
temporal interest point detector is to find spatio-temporal lo-
cations where f has significant changes in both space and

time domain. Laptev [5] extends the Harris corner function
[13] defined for the spacial domain into spatio-temporal do-
main. Then spatio-temporal interest points of f can be found
by detecting local positive maxima of the extended Harris cor-
ner function.

Around interest points, HOG (histograms of oriented gra-
dients) and HOF (histograms of optical flow) descriptors are
extracted to represent the appearance and motion character-
istics. Then k-means algorithm is used to cluster HOG and
HOF descriptors off line. And a BoW interest point descrip-
tor for each cube is generated as a compact representation.

3.1.3. MKL Feature Fusion

The cubic feature includes two sequences of descriptors: a
sequence of trajectory descriptors and a sequence of BoW
interest point descriptors, and can be expressed as X∗ =
[XTr, XB ], where XTr is the sequence of trajectory descrip-
tors, and XB is the sequence of BoW interest point descrip-
tors. The trajectory descriptors and BoW interest point de-
scriptors are generally independent and may not be equal-
ly informative in representing different events. Simply con-
catenating two descriptors within each cube could not get the
optimal performance. An appropriate combination method
of trajectory feature and BoW feature is necessary. We em-
ploy Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) method for the fea-
ture fusion. MKL was first introduced by Bach et al. [14]
to solve the problem of selecting the optimal combination
of kernel functions for a specific feature for SVM. Recent-
ly, some researchers have adapt MKL to feature fusion task
[15, 16, 9, 17], which could combine different features using
a specific kernel function to achieve the optimal classification
performance with SVM classifier.

In the original MKL method, the combined kernel func-
tion is expressed as: K(x,v) =

∑M
i=1 βiKi(x,v), where

βi ≥ 0 and
∑M
i=1 βi = 1. To measure the similarity between

a pair of cubic features, which include two sequences of de-
scriptors, we employ a specific sequence kernel function Ks

(Section 3.2), and estimate similarity of correspond sequences
in cubic features respectively, and then combine them togeth-
er. Therefore, the MKL based feature combination has the
following form:

K∗s (X
∗, V ∗) = βTrKs(X

Tr, V Tr)+βBKs(X
B , V B) (3)

The feature fusion task is to find a group of combination pa-
rameters (βTr, βB) in Eq. 3 to optimize the classification per-
formance of SVM using kernel K∗s . This can be solved using
generalized multiple kernel learning (GMKL) algorithm [18].

3.2. Sequence Discriminant Learning

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the most success-
ful statistical pattern classifier. However, basic SVM cannot



easily deal with the dynamic time sequence of features with d-
ifferent lengths. Several dynamic time warping (DTW) based
kernel methods have adapted SVM to sequence processing
[19, 2]. We employ the Dynamic Time Alignment Kernel (D-
TAK) [2] SVM to classify pair-wise events with cubic fea-
tures.

Let X = (x1,x2, ...,xk) be a sequence of vectors, where
xi ∈ Rn, k is the length of the sequence, and the notation
|X| is used to represent the length of the sequence instead.
Assume that we have two vector sequences X and V , and
these two patterns may have different lengths. The dynamic
time warping (DTW) algorithm is able to find the optimal path
that minimizes the accumulated distance between two time
series [20]. The DTW that is employed for SVM uses inner
product or kernel function instead and finds the optimal path
that maximizes the accumulated similarity.

Ks(X,V ) = max
ψ,θ

1

Wψθ

N∑
i=1

w(i)K(xψ(i),vθ(i)) (4)

subject to{
1 ≤ ψ(i) ≤ ψ(i+ 1) ≤ |X|, ψ(i+ 1)− ψ(i) ≤ Q
1 ≤ θ(i) ≤ θ(i+ 1) ≤ |V |, θ(i+ 1)− θ(i) ≤ Q

(5)

where Q is a constant constraining the local continuity, ψ and
θ stand for a warping path, N is the length of the warping
path, w(i) is a nonnegative weighting coefficient, Wψθ =∑N
i w(i) is a path normalizing factor, and K can be any

conventional kernel function or simple inner product. In this
paper, we set K(xψ(i),vθ(i)) = exp(−γ||xψ(i) − vθ(i)||2),
that is Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, and w(i) = 1, so
Wψ,θ = N .

For the cubic feature, which includes a sequence of tra-
jectory descriptors and a sequence of BoW descriptors, ex-
pressed as X∗ = [XTr, XB ], we consider the two sequences
separately. Assume that we have two cubic features X∗ =
[XTr, XB ] and V ∗ = [V Tr, V B ]. we find the optimal paths
of XTr with V Tr and XB with V B respectively to maximize
their similarity.

K∗s (X
∗, V ∗) = βTrKs(X

Tr, V Tr) + βBKs(X
B , V B)

= βTr max
ψTr,θTr

1

N

N∑
i=1

K(xTrψTr(i),v
Tr
θTr(i))

+ βB max
ψB ,θB

1

M

M∑
i=1

K(xBψB(i),v
B
θB(i))

(6)

where Ks is the Dynamic Time Alignment Kernel (DTAK)
represented as Eq. 4, K is RBF kernel, βTr and βB are
optimal combination parameters obtained in feature fusion
step, (ψTr, θTr) and (ψB , θB) are warping paths of descrip-
tor sequence pairs (XTr, V Tr) and (XB , V B), N and M are

lengths of the warping paths. Since the sequence kernel does-
n’t change the formulation of original SVM learning problem,
the training algorithm for the original SVM can be used for
sequence learning.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, we choose a real surveillance dataset (i.e.
TRECVid’08) [1] other than well controlled laboratory sce-
nario videos (e.g., UT-Interaction [21]), because too many
assumptions (e.g. clean backgrounds, no occlusions) exist
in laboratory environments. The TRECVid’08 dataset is ob-
tained from the Gatwick Airport which consists of 50-hour
videos in the development set and 49-hour videos in the eval-
uation set. Ground truth annotations of the events occurring
period are provided by NIST. The videos in development set
are used for training and we further labeled the precise lo-
cations of persons performing the events. The videos in the
evaluation set are used for testing. And persons in testing
set are automatically detected and tracked using human de-
tection and tracking algorithms. NIST formal toolkit1 is used
in our evaluation on experimental results. The parameters of
the toolkit are kept the same with TRECVid’08 formal eval-
uation. Meanwhile, we participated TRECVid’12 SED task.
Comparison results with some state of the art methods are re-
ported in this section, too.

To quantitatively evaluate the performance, we use the
Normalized Detection Cost Rate (NDCR) [1] as the primary
measure. NDCR is a weighted linear combination of the sys-
tem’s Missed Detection Probability (PMiss) and False Alarm
Rate (RFA) (measured per unit time).

NDCR(S,E) = PMiss(S,E) +Beta ∗RFA(S,E) (7)

where S is the evaluated system, E is the interest event and
Beta is composed of constant values that define the parame-
ters of the surrogate application.

In the pre-processing layer, we first detect and track ob-
jects to obtain their locations and trajectories. The HOG
[22] based human detector and Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
(MHT) [23] method are applied in our system. The overall
detection rate of human including both detection and tracking
results is tuned to about 40% with the precision 79%.

4.1. Evaluation of Feature Fusion Performance

The combination parameters of trajectory descriptors and
BoW interest point descriptors are first optimized using MKL
method. The optimal parameter groups in our experiments
are (0.64, 0.36), (0.78, 0.22), (0.61, 0.39) respectively for
PeopleMeet, Embrace, and PeopleSplitUp. Then, the fused
cubic feature is compared with two single type of descrip-
tors (Tr, BoW) and their concatenated form feature (Cat) on

1http://nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/tools.cfm



Table 2. Results of pair-wise event detection using different
features. Act.RFA and Act.PMiss are the system’s actual
False Alarm Rate and Missed Detection Probability. NDCR
is Normalized Detection Cost Rate.

Meet Act.RFA Act.PMiss NDCR
BoW 6.00 0.980 1.01
Tr 1.28 0.979 0.985
Cat 1.20 0.979 0.985
MKL 0.16 0.979 0.980
Embrace Act.RFA Act.PMiss NDCR
BoW 1.62 0.988 0.996
Tr 0.22 0.975 0.976
Cat 4.22 0.948 0.969
MKL 5.40 0.908 0.935
SplitUp Act.RFA Act.PMiss NDCR
BoW 0.32 0.994 0.996
Tr 24.60 0.863 0.986
Cat 24.80 0.863 0.987
MKL 30.96 0.797 0.952

TRECVid’08 testing set. The results are shown in table 2. It is
proved that MKL method could find relatively appropriate pa-
rameters for feature fusion through optimizing classification
performance. Note that the trajectory feature shows better re-
sults than BoW feature on testing set, and proves to be more
robust. That is because scenarios in this dataset are full of
occlusions. And there are a lot of noise among the interest
points extracted within the objects’ regions.

4.2. Evaluation of Sequence Discriminant Learning Per-
formance

The sequence discriminant learning is unified framework in-
cluding sequential form feature extraction and sequence ker-
nel based training and classification. Because the cubic fea-
tures extracted from different candidate videos may have dif-
ferent lengths, general SVM could not be directly used for
classifying cubic features. To validate the effectiveness of
sequence discriminant learning and compare it with general
learning methods, we first set the number of cubes to 1, and
apply RBF kernel SVM on this degraded cubic feature to ob-
tain general learning results. Furthermore, we limit the num-
ber of cubes to 15 (an empirical value), and then use RBF
kernel SVM to get another contrast result. The comparison
results are listed in Table 3. Sequence discriminant learning
method shows significant improvements comparing with both
C1+SVMrbf and C15+SVMrbf cases. It is confirmed that
setting the number of cubes to 1 discards the temporal orders
of movements and get the worst performance. And cutting
the sequences of descriptors into the same length will result
in information loss, because event instances may span differ-
ent lengths of time. Moreover, RBF kernel could not dynamic

Table 3. Comparison with fixed length feature and RBF ker-
nel SVM using NDCR measure.

Events C1+SVMrbf C15+SVMrbf SVMdtak

Meet 1.008 0.990 0.980
Embrace 1.008 0.994 0.935
SplitUp 1.017 0.983 0.952

Table 4. Comparison results with other methods on
TRECVid’08 data corpus using NDCR measure.

Event Hauptmann [24] Wilkins [25] Ours
Meet 7.49 1.36 0.980
Embrace 2.74 1.27 0.935
SplitUp 4.85 - 0.952

align the sequential features. So that movements represented
by these features could not be appropriately aligned. There-
fore, using SVMrbf , video sequences could not be classified
so well as using SVMdtak.

4.3. Comparison Results with Other Methods

The proposed approach is compared with those best known
methods on TRECVid’08 data corpus. In Table 4, the pro-
posed approach shows a significant improvement over some
state of the art methods using NDCR measure. Meanwhile,
we also participate TRECVid’12 SED task. Note that ground
truth on TRECVid’12 dataset is not publically available. Ac-
cording to TRECVid’12 SED formal evaluation, comparison
results are listed in Table 5. (Note that the results referenced
in Table 4 and Table 5 are all best-performing ones reported
in TRECVid’08 and TRECVid’12.) Our results are accept-
able, with minimal NDCR for PeopleMeet and comparable
NDCR with the best for Embrace and PeopleSplitUp. Note
that our method is relatively stable comparing with the other
two methods. The NDCR of our system for all three kinds
of events is lower than 1.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach based on
cubic feature and sequence discriminant learning method to

Table 5. Comparison results with other methods in TRECVid
2012 SED tasks using NDCR measure.

Event CMU-IBM MediaCCN Ours
Meet 1.04 1.01 0.980
Embrace 0.800 0.955 0.951
SplitUp 0.843 0.984 0.978



detect pair-wise events in surveillance videos. The cubic fea-
ture is designed by partitioning a video sequence into a few
spatio-temporal cubes and exploiting multiple kernel learning
(MKL) to fuse statistical trajectory descriptors with BoW in-
terest point descriptors. Cubic features describe the sequen-
tial properties of events and capture trajectory, motion and
appearance information of the objects performing the events.
In our experiments, the fused cubic features outperform sta-
tistical trajectory descriptors, BoW interest point descriptors
and their concatenated feature. The sequence discriminan-
t learning algorithm uses dynamic time alignment kernel to
estimate the similarity of two sequences. The temporal order
of movements is taken into consideration. Extensive experi-
ments demonstrate that the proposed approach is more effec-
tive for pair-wise event detection than several existing meth-
ods and even achieves the encouraging performance compara-
ble to the best results reported in the TRECVid’12 SED task.
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